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Abstract

As robots become more prolific in modern society, advances must be
made in order to ensure understanding during human robot interactions.
In this thesis we implement an aspect of a candidate system, Millstream
systems, that could represent natural language commands as well as
generate new representations for commands based on previously gener-
ated data. This thesis presents the results of using two well known syn-
tactic and semantic parsers to generate data and implements a method of
mining the data for “production rules” that dictate how to represent an
uttered sentence based on the words used. These rules are then general-
ized using a naive method, allowing them to be applied to a larger set of
inputs. Results indicate that from a corpus of 50 imperative sentences 37
could be used to generate productions rules which resulted in 187 rules.
These rules could then be generalized, resulting in 147 generalized rules,
a compression rate of 21.3%. Finally the entire generation process was
evaluated and suggestions for extensions to the system, such as gesture
recognition, are presented.
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1 Introduction

Robots, in day-to-day modern society, are more prolific than ever and the automation of
tasks using intelligent machines is increasing at a rapid pace. According to the World
Economic Forum [7] robots will actively be applied in a large number of the 7.1 million
jobs being displaced by 2020, leading to significant automation advances in sectors such as
health care, sales, and administration among others. Given that many of these jobs were
traditionally performed by humans we have quickly encountered a number of problems that
arise when replacing traditionally human roles with new robotic systems. Replacing hu-
mans with robots is not exactly a novel concept, as robotic systems have been automating
industrial production lines for quite some time. New areas that were traditionally based on
human-to-human interaction will require more robust and flexible systems to be put in place
compared to previous robot generations.

It can be assumed that changes in technology should not radically change the way humans
go about their daily actions and issues that are created when using natural language as a
medium of communication towards machines instead of humans must be taken into ac-
count. Among the issues are that machines are incapable of understanding our intentions
to a satisfactory level when we describe them using natural language in everyday scenarios.
This could be especially dangerous in health care scenarios where the well being of the pa-
tient is of paramount importance and thus robots must be able to follow delicate commands
with the utmost precision. Therefore it is vital to avoid systems misunderstanding us due to
a lack of language processing capabilities, thereby being unable to fulfill the tasks that are
requested from them.

The reasons these misunderstandings occur are correlated with the approaches used to in-
terpret and understand natural language. As such the solution this thesis seeks to contribute
to is inferring the intent of a user through several forms of input such as natural language
and gestures. The difficulty lies not only being able to construct an interpretation of in-
tention based on an input sentence, but also to correlate the determined intention with a
corresponding primary robot action. The primary robot action will have to be created from
a set of primitive actions programmed into the robot by default. These primitive actions,
such as grasping and moving, manipulate the state of the world and the robots relation to
it in some way. Several of these primitive actions together need to be able to fulfill the
request posed by a human by generating a suitable chain of primitive actions that together
form the primary action. This requires the robot to able to plan out how the actions it takes
manipulate the world. These actions are also likely to be influenced by the context the robot
finds itself in and a lot of information simply cannot be conveyed solely through natural
language.

In order to attempt to remedy these issues with language based human-robot interaction we
require a system capable of accurately modeling natural language semantics while being
able to account for contextual information. This extra contextual information can take the
form of gestures, locations, cultural factors, etc. These factors can often affect the mean-
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ing of a conversation between humans and as such we are required to develop methods of
handling variety in human-robot interaction (HRI) scenarios.

These methods should also benefit the robot by allowing for analysis of situations it can
find itself in on the fly. This would allow the robot to account for temporal information used
during the conversation that might become outdated as time goes on. As such the system
should apply contextual information to the robots current understanding of a conversation.
Furthermore due to the expansive nature of natural language the system also has to have
powerful generalization capabilities so that it can be applied to a wide array of conversations
without the need to go in and hard-code responses for every possible dialog.

As an example of when powerful generalization capabilities are required consider the notion
of a robotic teaching assistant. The robot is tasked with answering students questions in a
helpful and pedagogical manner. This means that the robot would have to adapt to the
question asked while taking into account proper pedagogical mannerism and adapting to the
situation without just giving the answer away. An example of this would be a student asking
how to solve a simple algebraic equation such as 2x+ 2 = 6. It would be fairly trivial for
the robot to simply write down the answer the question or write down the solution method.
However it would take far more skill for the robot to hint at the answer in a subtle manner
and would require a deep understanding of the solution and pedagogical methodology.

A robot would also have to be adaptable as teaching Math may not be the same as teaching
History or any other subject. The robot would perhaps have to act different around different
students, as some students may benefit from a more straightforward approach or may have
learning difficulties. These are things that humans do naturally, to a greater or lesser degree
of success, and are attributes that robots would be expected to exhibit while still being able
to answer the students query regardless of its nature.

In this thesis we will examine and implement parts of a candidate system that might be able
to adequately represent natural language commands and also account for auxiliary contex-
tual information. A Millstream System, introduced in [2], is a formal and abstract model
that consists of different modules representing individual language aspects (e.g. syntax and
semantics) and of an interface that describes how these language aspects are interdepen-
dent of or relate to each other. This representation takes the form of a graph known as a
Millstream configuration.

Millstream readers are a graph transformation approach that incrementally constructs Mill-
stream configurations for input sentences using a pre-built collection of rules, a lexicon of
rules. Rules are graph transformations that indicate how a partial configuration can be al-
tered based on its current structure as well as expected future input in order to become a
Millstream configuration. The rules are constructed based on the structure of previously
manually generated Millstream configurations or according to linguistic principles. Rules
assign individual words their syntactic and semantics structure based on syntax and seman-
tics from the previously generated configurations and are also able to model expected future
input. A more in depth explanation and example of how the reader works follows in Section
3.3.

As a simple example of generating a Millstream configuration, doing a reading, let us con-
sider the input sentence “Mary loves Peter” and that it has rules built from a Millstream
configuration for the sentence “Mary loves Peter”. When the Millstream reader receives the
first word, “Mary”, as input it will look for a rule associated with the word “Mary”. It will
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Figure 1: A visual representation of how a Millstream configuration can be generated us-
ing a syntactic parser and a semantic parser. The text in bold red is this thesis
contribution to the procedure. Note that the final product is a compressed rule
base that will be used by the Millstream reader.

then create a graph representation, G1, of what the rule says the syntax and semantics are for
that word. The graph will also expect to receive a verb next as “loves” was the next word in
the Millstream configuration the rules were built from. If the next input is “loves” then the
Millstream Reader will append the syntax and semantics for loves to G1 and expect a noun
as its final input, as the name “Peter” was the final word which, when checked against the
rules, will result in the same Millstream configuration as the one the rules were built from.

In [5] the authors sketch how a module responsible for executing robotic actions can be in-
corporated into a Millstream system, thus interweaving robotic actions with other language
modules. This thesis presents theory behind the extension of Millstream Configurations in
order to incorporate more sources of input.

The primary work of this thesis is three fold. For a corpus of 50 imperative sentences
we generate syntactic and semantic representations using two external parsing systems, the
Stanford Parser [17] and SEMAFOR [6] and convert them into graphs where edges are able
to connect multiple nodes, hyperedge graphs. Secondly we present a method of linking
causal syntactic elements with their respective semantic elements, an alignment method,
which in turn give us Millstream configurations after alignment is complete. So in essence
we generate Millstream configurations from parser outputs by aligning the parser outputs
based on what words imply what semantics.
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Finally we implement the rule inference algorithm, presented in [5], infer rules from our
generated Millstream configurations, and compress the inferred rules using a naive method
based on generalizing leaf nodes in our rules. This entire process can be seen in Figure 1
where bold red text implies a contribution by this thesis. In the figure the blue tinted boxes
with dotted outlines represent a process.

The outline of this thesis is as follows: In chapter two we give a short summary of the state
of research within the fields of natural language processing (NLP) and semantic analysis,
the current state of the Millstream system, and the current state of gesture recognition in
the fields of robots. In chapter three we explain the practicalities of the Millstream system,
such as its components and how it works. In chapter four we introduce the methods used for
generation of Millstream Configurations and the generation of lexicon rules. In chapter five
we present a method of compressing the lexicon generated in the previous chapter. Chapter
six presents the principles of extending the Millstream System and presents a number of
manners in which gestures can be added to the Millstream Configuration. Chapter seven
presents results from applying the rule generation procedure to a corpus of imperative sen-
tences. Chapter 8 discusses issues and limitations with the system. Chapter 9 concludes the
thesis and looks into possible vectors of future work.
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2 Previous work

In this section we briefly introduce relevant related work in the fields of natural language
processing (NLP), HRI, and gesture recognition. Semantic parsing is currently a field of
interest in the natural language processing field, given that there is not a “correct” way
to assign semantic meanings to different sentences, approaches tend to differ. In [8] we
are given an example of a statistical parser that integrates syntax and semantics, known
as SCISSOR. SCISSOR, in contrast to more shallow labeling approaches used by systems
such as SEMAFOR [6], maps sentences to meaning representing languages. The authors do
this by merging the syntactic and semantic trees creating a natural language interpretation
heavily bound by the syntactic structure of a sentence.

Thereafter the authors present [9] which is an extension of the previous paper in that uses a
syntactic parser capable of disambiguating the semantic derivations of parse trees through
the use of conditional probability based on the heuristics of lexical features, bi-lexical fea-
tures, and rule features. These approaches differ from the approach in this thesis as the
Millstream system approach can view syntax as merely a contributor to semantic meaning
as opposed to a sole source, as such merging syntax and semantics would be unfeasible as
it would hamper additional modules, such as gestures or world knowledge.

In [18] a simple probabilistic method of calling robot actions based on the semantic elements
associated with a given input sentence is presented. Issues encountered using this method
were centered around the bag of words approach and ambiguity among similar commands,
as the most probable command was always chosen, even if it was not correct. The difference
between this paper and the current thesis is that the current thesis makes use of the more
advanced Millstream configuration structure, connecting sub-graphs of syntax to sub-graphs
of semantics as opposed to the simplistic bag-of-words to semantic role connections.

Millstream systems are introduced in [2]. In this paper the authors describe the core concept
of the Millstream system, a formal language model consisting of a number of modules
and the interface between them. Any sentence represented in this manner is denoted as
a Millstream configuration. The authors also state the necessity of being able to obtain
configurations in a generative manner.

In [4] the authors introduce a graph transformation system, called Millstream reader, that
constructs such Millstream configurations using specific graph transformations. The Mill-
stream configurations created by a Millstream reader are iteratively constructed, word by
word, from a set of specific graph-grammar rules. As hand-crafting such graph grammar
rules is labor intense, the authors in [3] introduce an inference algorithm that deduces such
graph-grammar rules from given Millstream configurations.

An implementation of the Millstream reader was presented in [16] and although the imple-
mentation is complete it is limited in its current state, able to handle trees but not directed
acyclic graphs, and does not integrate with other aspects of the Millstream System. The
work in the present thesis focuses on extending the current capabilities of the system by im-
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plementing the rule inference algorithm in [5] and generalizing the generated rules. Rules in
the Millstream system describe how and where to transform the graph representations based
on input. This thesis will primarily focus on the generation and generalization of these rules
as opposed to the work in [16] that focused on the Millstream reader implementation.

In [11] the state of HRI is presented. The survey divides relevant papers into two differ-
ent areas of HRI, remote or proximate interaction. In regards to proximate interaction,
interactions between a robot and human with a mutually close physical proximity, papers
discussing information exchange are of key importance with some of the contemporary
mediums being: visual displays, gestures, natural language, and tactile interaction among
others. The survey also lifts the development of the aforementioned multimodal interfaces
as an area of particular interest by streamlining human-robot interactions and lowering the
barrier for entry in terms of interaction. The paper in question acts as a guideline for future
candidate modules for the Millstream system. This is relevant as this thesis presents the
possibility that we can bring the multiple different forms of input together under the Mill-
stream system, thereby allowing for more advanced decision making procedures based on
multiple sources of input.

Previous work relating to multimodal systems similar to the one in the present thesis can
be found in [14] where the authors lay the foundation for their multimodal system, by
presenting an interface that integrates language and gestures together during interactions.
The authors reasoning behind this is that certain linguistic ambiguities can be resolved by
incorporating gesture analysis. The method the authors discuss is to map semantic inter-
pretations of natural language utterances to relevant gestures present during the interaction,
thereby constructing a semantic representation that is sent to the robots command module.

The language commands are bound to the sentence verb in order to determine a relevant
action, with additional parametric values being verb dependent. Once a natural language
sentence has been semantically interpreted it is bound to a gesture. The approach used is
similar to the work in the current thesis in that they incorporate the semantics of a sentence
together with a gesture. However their approach lacks the robust natural language process-
ing and predictive capabilities available to the Millstream system, which would likely be
able to improve performance if applied correctly.

The continuation of the previous paper is presented in [15] where the authors present a mul-
timodal HRI system using natural language, a virtual input device, and gesture recognition.
The system struggled with natural language commands and the level of natural language
used was not particularly complex, even when being limited to the occurrence of singular
deictic words in sentences. What differentiates the approaches taken by our methods is
the incremental nature of the Millstream reader allowing for word by word interpretations,
which we believe will aid significantly in the grounding of deictic phrases.

In [13] the authors present a system for combining natural language with deictic gestures
in order to resolve ambiguities and misunderstandings. The system they present, XTRA,
determines appropriate knowledge sources for gestures by examining the deictic field of
a gesture. Candidate referents are generated and can then be combined with the natural
language utterances to enhance understanding. The contrast between the approach taken
by the authors in the paper and in this thesis is that the Millstream System is capable of
augmenting how we refer to objects on a deictic, syntactic, or semantic level depending
upon how data can be represented.
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3 Millstream System

In this section we will discuss the components of the Millstream system, the Millstream
reader and Millstream configurations.

3.1 Hyperedge graphs

In this section we briefly introduce hyperedge graphs (HEGs) as they are the basis for Mill-
stream configurations. HEGs are, in essence, graphs where edges are allowed to connect
to multiple nodes and vice versa. This allows graphs to denote relations between multiple
node entities as opposed to describing relations between two nodes. An example HEG can
be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Example of a Hyperedge Graph. Here the hyperedges are represented by the
lines with the labels A, B, C, and D with the nodes being represented by the
dots. In this example the hyperedge labeled A is connected to the nodes that are
connected to the hyperedges labeled B, C, and D respectively.

3.2 Millstream configurations

Millstream configurations are hyperedge graph representations of the syntax and semantics
of a natural language sentence, as well as links between causal elements in the respective
representations. An example Millstream configuration can be seen in Figure 3. The nodes
used in Millstream configurations are unlabeled and serve to connect hyperedges together as
well as to indicate linking points between syntax and semantics, which are both represented
by hyperedge graphs. Hyperedges are the labeled connections between nodes that describe
the relations between entities in Millstream configurations.

The links are represented by dotted lines drawn between the syntactic and the semantic
graph. The concept behind Millstream configurations was to model the relations between
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syntax and semantics in such a manner that it is possible to determine the causal relation
between syntactic elements and elements in the semantic representation.

The Stanford parser [17] was the probabilistic syntactic parser chosen for the task of con-
structing the syntax HEG for the Millstream Configurations. The parser takes a natural
language utterance and produces a probable analysis of the utterance’s syntactic phrase
structure.

SEMAFOR [6] was chosen as the semantic parser for the system. SEMAFOR works by
assigning chunks of a natural language sentence to the frames specified by FrameNet [1].
This form of semantic parsing, known as Shallow Semantic Parsing, analyses a sentence and
generates a number of frames, such as the semantic frames of “Moving” and “Bringing”,
based on the words in the sentence. Once frames are determined the SEMAFOR searches
for words that are associated with a set of semantic roles that relate to the original frame
name, such as the roles “Theme”, “Source”, and “Goal”.

As an example let us consider the sentence “Bring the book from the kitchen”. For this
sentence SEMAFOR generates the semantic frame “Bringing”, associated with the word
“Bring”, along with the semantic roles associated with the “Bringing” frame. In our exam-
ple these roles are “Theme”, generated by the phrase “the book” and “Source”, generated
by “from the kitchen”. The frame together with the associated semantic roles describe the
semantic intent of the sentence.

As SEMAFOR will often generate multiple semantic frames for a particular sentence we
select the semantic frame generated by the verb as the primary frame. We make the as-
sumption that we are working with robot commands and as such most sentences take the
form of imperative sentences, which should correlate with an intended action given by a
user. Therefore we assume that the frame generated by the verb, that specifies what action
needs doing, represents the semantics for an imperative sentence. As an example for the
sentence “Go to the kitchen”, if SEMAFOR returns the frame “Motion” associated with the
word “Go” and the frame “Building Parts” for the word kitchen we choose “Motion” as our
primary frame, as this best represents the semantic intention of the sentence.

3.3 The Millstream reader and Millstream rules

In order to understand how the Millstream reader works it is important to understand how
grammars function. A regular language, L, consists of a set of symbol strings. Symbols in a
string can be either terminal, thereby being non-replaceable, or non-terminal, therefore re-
placeable. Strings in L only consist of terminal symbols. An example of a regular language,
L1, that contains all strings of symbols that only contain “b” would look accordingly:

• L1 = {b,bb,bbb,bbbb, ...}

A regular grammar, G, contains a set of replacement rules, R, that describes a regular lan-
guage, L. The regular language is over an alphabet, A, that contains terminal symbols for
the language as well as the set of non-terminal symbols Σ. The replacement rules, also
known as rules, designate how non-terminal symbols can be substituted to generate other
sub-strings of symbols which, when there are no more non-terminal symbols to substitute,
will result in a string in L. A regular grammar is defined as:
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Figure 3: A Millstream Configuration representing the sentence “Fetch the book” and the
semantic notions related to that sentence. The semantic frame is “Bringing” and
has the semantic role “Theme” along with the the sub-strings that triggered them
as their child nodes. The syntactic sub-graph is on the left and the semantic sub-
graph is on the right. The two sub-graphs have links, represented by the dotted
lines, that designate what syntactic element caused a particular semantic element.
Both of the sub-graphs and their links together are a Millstream configuration.

Definition 1. A grammar, G = (A,Σ,R,S) that describes a language L, is a tuple where:

• A is an alphabet consisting of a number of symbols.

• Σ is the set of non-terminals in A.

• R is the defined set of replacement rules

• S is the start symbol.

A rule consists of a left hand side (LHS), which is a sub-string that can be replaced in a
string and a right hand side (RHS), that the LHS sub-string can be replaced with. Let us
consider the rules, R1, that generate any string that only consists of the character “b”, the
strings that are described by our example language L1:

• Let the rules, R1, in the grammar G1 over L1 be defined as follows with the format
“LHS ::= RHS”:

1. S ::= Bb

2. B ::= Bb

3. B ::= ε
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We see that given R1 we can replace the non-terminal start symbol “S” with either itself and
a concatenated terminal “b” or just the terminal “b”. This allows us to generate any string
containing only “b”, such as the string in L1 “bbb” being rule 1 applied once, rule 2 being
applied twice and rule 3 being applied once. The derivation for this string would look as
follows:

1. S (Start symbol)

2. Bb (Rule 1)

3. Bbb (Rule 2)

4. Bbbb (Rule 2)

5. bbb (Rule 3)

In contrast to our example grammar the Millstream reader works differently. The Millstream
reader is a system capable of taking an input sentence and, word by word, constructing
a Millstream configuration for that given input sentence. A visual representation of the
Millstream reader can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: A visual representation of a Millstream reader reading process. It begins by
taking a sentence, the sentence is checked for any rules that correspond to a
certain word and a configuration is incrementally created word by word until the
configuration is either complete or no more rules are available. Note that the
rules in this rule base can be generated in the manner described by Figure 1.

The reading process is similar to how the example grammar constructs a valid string that
belongs to its language, in the sense that the Millstream reader constructs a Millstream
configuration belonging to the set of valid configurations. A configuration that is still go-
ing through the reading process is denoted as a partial configuration. The definition of a
Millstream reader is, as introduced in [5]:

Definition 2. A Millstream reader, R = (Σ,N,W,Λ,S) is a tuple consisting of:

• a Σ which is a Millstream alphabet,

• a ranked alphabet N of nonterminal labels, Σ∩N = /0,

• a finite set W of words, the input words,

• a mapping Λ, called the lexicon, that assigns, to every w ∈W , a finite set Λ(w) of
lexicon rules over Σ and N, and

• a finite set S⊆ GΣ∪N of start graphs.
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There are a number of key differences between the regular grammar and Millstream reader
definitions that need to be noted. The first is that the Millstream alphabet, Σ, simply put, is
the alphabet over the edge and link symbols. N are the set of non-terminal symbols. Every
word, w, is mapped to some set of graph transformations, Λ(w), that indicate what lexicon
rules can be applied at for that word in the input sentence. That S ⊆ GΣ∪N implies that the
start graphs are a subset of graphs that have, at least one, non-terminal element, as GΣ∪N are
all graphs generated from the union of alphabets containing terminal (Σ) and non-terminal
(N) elements.

The lexicon of rules used by the Millstream reader are similar to the replacement rules used
by our regular grammar in that they both have a left-hand side (L) and right-hand side (R)
and that they are applied based on the occurrence of non-terminals. They differ in that the
rules used by the Millstream reader are available based on the current input word, w, which
means that in order to use a rule a specific word associated with that rule must be input. The
gluing graph, K, is L without terminal edges and indicates where the RHS is applied to the
partial configuration. A Millstream rule, as presented in [5], is defined as follows:

Definition 3. (Lexicon rule) Let Σ and N be a Millstream alphabet and a ranked alphabet
of nonterminal labels, respectively, such that N and Σ are disjoint. A nonterminal of a
hypergraph G is a hyperedge e ∈ EG such that the label of e in G ∈ N. A lexicon rule over
Σ and N is a rule r = (L⊇ K ⊆ R) over Σ∪N that satisfies the following requirements:

1. L ∈ GΣ∪N \GΣ

2. K is the graph obtained from L by deleting all non-terminals, and

3. for every edge e ∈ ER \EK ,

• [attR(e)]∩VK ⊆ ∪[attL(e′)]|e′ ∈ EL \EK

In simplified terms the definition states that a rule, r, is valid if the following applies:

1. The LHS graph of r has to contain at least one nonterminal edge.

2. When a rule is applied nonterminals on the LHS of r are removed from the partial
configuration, leaving K in the partial configuration.

3. That new hyperedges can only be attached to new nodes and nodes that were previ-
ously connected to removed non-terminal edges.

As an example let us consider the hand written lexicon entries in Figure 5. Non-terminals
in the figure are indicated by white boxes. These non-terminal elements act as placeholders
for future inputs. In Figure 6 we see the stages the partial configuration goes through before
we derive the Millstream configuration. The process is as follows:

1. We begin with the non-terminal start graph S, as seen in stage one. We receive the
word “Fetch” and apply the fetch rule by deleting the non-terminal edge “S” and
appending the corresponding terminal “S” from the RHS of the first rule to the node
our non-terminal used to be attached to. We end up with the partial configuration seen
in stage 2 in Figure 6.
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2. We receive the phrase “the book”. This triggers our second rule and we delete the
non-terminals, “NP” and “Theme”, in our partial configuration and attach their cor-
responding RHS equivalents and their linked elements. As the non-terminal “Fetch”,
seen in the second rule, already has a terminal equivalent in our partial configuration
we discard it. This results in the third stage from Figure 6.

Figure 5: Example Lexicon entries for “Fetch” and “the book”. The LHS of the “Fetch”
rule is the start graph, S. The gluing graph, K, in the first rule is the node above
the terminal “S” on the RHS. In the second rule K is two nodes, one above the
terminal “NP” and one above the terminal “Theme” on the RHS.

3.4 Data representation

In order to store Millstream configurations in a more convenient transferable format we have
implemented a method of converting configurations to a text format. An important facet of
this thesis is being able to store Millstream configurations and transfer them between ele-
ments in the system in a simple text format, as saving them in a lesser known or intelligible
format can cause compatibility issues in the future. An example of the developed format
can be seen in Figure 7. This format is comprised of the following elements:

• Alias list

• Syntax adjacency list

• Semantic adjacency list
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Figure 6: The three stages the graph would have to go through to become a Millstream
configuration. The first stage is the start graph, the second stage is the partial
configuration after the application of rule 1 in Figure 5, and the final stage is
after the application of the second rule in Figure 5, wherein we get our completed
Millstream configuration.

• Syntax-Semantics links

• Leaf nodes

Each element is separated by an empty line in the data file. In the data representation each
element is given an integer indicating the order of visitation after a depth first traversal of
the graph. The alias list denotes the parse order of labeled elements in order to preserve
uniqueness in the representation. The elements in the alias list take the form of in=lm,
in+2=lm+2,... such that the visit order i is assigned to some labeled hyperedge l. Note
that as all labeled edges in a complete Millstream configuration are preceded by a node all
hyperedges should have an odd visitation integer.

The syntax and semantic adjacency lists describe the relations between some node or edge
in the HEG i and some other set of edges or nodes respectively, denoted as the set si for
some element i, such that si = { j0, j1, ..., jk} for the k elements j adjacent to i. This is done
for all nodes and hyperedges in the configuration. Syntax-Semantics links are represented
in the same manner although they will only exist between nodes in the Syntax and Semantic
graphs. Finally leaf edges are simply stored as a comma separated list of the form: z0,z1,...
where z is some labeled edge without children.

The data representation is required to describe both how edges are connected to nodes and
how nodes are connected to edges, as nodes can have multiple source edges and vice versa
due to the representation being based on HEGs.
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Figure 7: An example of a text representation of the Millstream Configuration seen in Fig-
ure 3.
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4 Rule inference

In this section we will introduce a method of converting output from Stanford and SE-
MAFOR to HEGs and we will introduce a method of aligning the HEGs for the two outputs.
Then we will explain how lexicon rules are inferred from Millstream configurations.

4.1 Configuration generation and alignment

In order for the Millstream reader to be able to accurately generate configurations for any
given input sentence, it requires a baseline lexicon of rules that can be mined from a set of
given configurations. By inferring rules from existing configurations based on their struc-
ture we can generalize them for a far wider range of inputs. We generate configurations
by aligning the output from a syntactic parser, the Stanford parser [1] and semantic parser,
SEMAFOR [6].

Before alignment can begin the outputs of Stanford and SEMAFOR must be converted to
HEGs. Stanford returns the phrase structure of a sentence as a tree. This tree can be con-
verted to a HEG by replacing edges in the tree with unlabeled nodes and labeled nodes in the
tree with hyperedges sharing the same labels. Furthermore if the labeled node substituted
for an edge was the root of the tree then we also add a new unlabeled root node to the new
hyper edge as its parent node. An example of how a syntax tree could look in comparison
to its HEG equivalent can be seen in Figure 8.

Similarly the semantic frame and roles given by SEMAFOR can also be structured as a tree
and therefore as a hypergraph. The output SEMAFOR gives is of the form:

F(W1),S1(W2),S2(W3), ...,SN(WM)

where F is some frame name and S1...SN are some semantic roles associated with that
frame name with W being some ordered set of words associated with a frame name, such
as “F(W1)=Bringing(Fetch)”, or semantic role, such as “S1(W2)=Theme(the book)”. From
this we are able to construct a semantic tree by setting F as the root of the graph and W1
as its child, thereafter we set all of SN as the children of W1, with the respective W of a
particular S becoming its child. This would result in the tree seen to the left in Figure 9 and,
after conversion, the hyper graph seen to the right in Figure 9.

Alignment is the process of linking two hypergraphs by inserting edges between them,
known as links, in order to create Millstream configurations. Links are inserted based upon
what syntactic word or phrase caused what semantic frame/role according to SEMAFOR.
What syntax is linked with what semantics is based on what words the semantic parser has
associated with certain semantic concepts. Assuming we have some HEG Syn, for syntax,
for every labeled edge in Syn we are able to view a phrase as being composed of the leaves
located under it. For example in Figure 8 the verb phrase (VP) has all of the leaves in the
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Figure 8: An example of a syntax tree for the sentence “Fetch the book” on the left and a
hyperedge graph representing the same thing on the right. The sentence is a verb
phrase consisting of the verb “Fetch” and the noun phrase “the book”.

Figure 9: An example of a semantic tree for the sentence “Fetch the book” on the left and a
hyperedge graph representing the same thing on the right. The semantic frame in
this image is “Bringing” and is triggered by the word “Fetch” with the semantic
role “Theme” triggered by the phrase “the book”.

sentence under it and as such represents the phrase “Fetch the book”, however the noun
phrase (NP) only has the terminal leaf “the book” under it and as such the noun phrase
represents “the book”. If a sub-string containing multiple words is deemed to have caused
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the semantic notion then the link will be drawn from the node that represents that phrase in
the syntax tree.

The algorithm developed for the alignment procedure is as follows: For every hyperedge
that represents a semantic frame in the semantic HEG, F, connect the parent node of that
hyperedge with the parent node of a hyperedge that represents the phrase or word, W1, that
triggered F in the syntax HEG. If there are multiple hyperedges that represent a word we
choose the one closest to the root. We also repeat this procedure for every semantic role SN .

For example as can be seen in Figure 10 the Frame “Bringing” was triggered by the word
“Fetch”. As such we want to connect the parent node of “Bringing” with the parent node
of the edge labeled “VB” as this is the element in the syntax HEG closest to the root that
represents the word “Fetch”. Thereafter we want to connect the parent node of the semantic
role, “Theme”, with the phrase that triggered it “the book” in the syntax HEG, which results
in a link between the parents of the edges “Theme” and “NP”. This results in the example
Millstream Configuration seen in Figure 3.

Figure 10: The syntax and semantic hypergraphs before alignment.

4.2 Rule inference algorithm

The algorithm implemented for the inference of rules from Millstream configurations is
based upon the algorithm presented in [3]. The implementation will act as a proof of concept
as well as being necessary in order to facilitate testing of the compression algorithm. As
the authors have already presented the theoretical workings of the algorithm in great detail
what follows is a high level breakdown of each stage of the algorithm. Each section will go
through some step in the construction of rules used by the Millstream Reader.
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Input Millstream configuration

The first stage of inferring rules is providing a valid input. This input comes in the form of a
Millstream configuration. As an example consider the Millstream configuration in Figure 11
representing the sentence “Mary tries to sleep”1.

Figure 11: An example Millstream configuration representing the sentence Mary tries to
sleep. The configuration consists of a phrase parse that represents the sentence
“Mary tries to sleep” and the semantic notions of trying, sleeping, and person.
The left-hand side hypergraph is the syntax graph and the right-hand side graph
is the semantic hypergraph. The links are the dotted lines between hypergraphs
and indicate a causal relation from the syntax to some semantic elements.

Syntax and links

The first stage of the algorithm begins by examining an existing Millstream configuration.
The configuration takes the form of a graph. By looking at the set of edges and nodes
associated with syntax we are able to form a base for all of the rules. When doing a depth
first the set of elements associated with syntax as a tree then every time the tree branches
the leftmost branch should be kept in the current rule while the rightmost should act as the
root of another parse. Each branch will also leave a non-terminal hyperedge at the point of
the branch in the “parent” rule. Each parse will end in a single leaf node designating some
word in the sentence that the Millstream configuration represents. The elements traversed
by each parse will designate what syntactic elements each rule will be based off of.

After all syntactic elements are found then, when looking at the entire graph once again,
all links from syntax to semantics are added to the rules. A representation of the selected
elements that act as the foundation for our rules for the sentence in Figure 11 can be seen in

1The figures in Section 4.2 are accredited to and used with permission of the authors: Bensch et. al. NCMA
2015, Porto.
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Figure 12: The result of copying syntactic elements from a Millstream configuration. Each
colour represents a different rule that will be created based on the syntax.

Figure 12. As we can see three potential rules have been outlined, each being represented
by a colour, and each rule corresponds to a word in the syntax sub-tree.

Semantic HyperEdges

Once the fledgling rules are determined we continue by following the links in each rule
over to the semantic graph. For every rule follow each link from the syntax elements to the
semantic elements. Any outgoing edges from the connected node in the semantic graph are
copied to the current rule as well as any child nodes that edge has. This results in a “trickle
down” effect that can be observed in Figure 13. The copied edge is also made non terminal
if the parent has only one link to the syntax graph and that the linked node in the syntax
graph has a non-terminal outgoing edge or if a terminal version of a hyperedge has yet to
occur in one of the previous rules.

Prediction and Addition

In this stage edges are added as non-terminals if they are adjacent to the current nodes
existing in the rule. This occurs unless a terminal version of that edge has occurred in some
previous rule. The nodes for these rules are also added.

Once this is done we move on to the addition aspect. For each rule any hyperedges that
have yet had a terminal occurrence are added to the rule until a rule occurs where a terminal
occurrence exists.
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Figure 13: The result of copying semantic elements from our Millstream configurations.

Left Hand Side generation

Elements that occur in the left hand side of a rule are determined by cross-referencing what
elements occur in the RHS of the current rule and that have occurred in the left hand side
of some previous rule. These elements are marked as gluing elements in both the light hand
side and the right hand side of the rule. The results of the inference for our example in
Figure 11 can be seen in Figures 14, 15, and 16.

Figure 14: The Millstream configuration corresponding to the syntactic input of “Mary”.
White boxes indicate non-terminal edges, i.e. places in the graph that are ex-
pecting input. As this is the rule associated with the first word of a sentence its
LHS automatically becomes the non-terminal S representing the empty string.
Non-terminals are marked with white squares.
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Figure 15: The rule corresponding to the word “tries”. Non-terminals are marked with
white squares.

Figure 16: The rule corresponding to the sub-string “to sleep”. Non-terminals are marked
with white squares.

4.3 Rule data representation

In practice rules are represented in the same manner as presented in Section 3.4 albeit ex-
tended to include a left and right hand side. An example rule can be seen in Figure 17.
Elements in the graphs are also capable of being either part of a gluing graph or nontermi-
nal, as opposed to the finalized Millstream configurations shown in 3.4, where all elements
are terminal and contain no gluing elements by definition.
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Figure 17: An example of a text representation of the rule representing the rule for the
word “Fetch”, as seen in Figure 5. Note that the rule is split into two graphs,
separated by the “*** ::== ***” string. The “>>>” strings act as dividers
between rules in the file. Non-terminal and gluing elements are marked with
“?” and “#” respectively.
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5 Rule generalization techniques

In this chapter we discuss the reasoning behind generalization and introduce a naive method
generalizing rules based on their leaf words.

5.1 Generalization in principle

Generalization of rules allow for compression of the Millstream readers lexicon, which in
turn leads to fewer redundant rules. There are a number of possible methods that can be
used to generalize generated lexicon rules however in this thesis we will simply present the
results of compression using a very naive method. Alternative, more advanced, methods
are left as future work, as they would require a significant amount of forethought to avoid
invalidating rules or creating invalid rules.

This generalization is a vital capability of systems expected to be working in real world
environments. A social robot for example should be able to interact with many different
humans regardless of circumstance, i.e. many of the rules that apply to John should also
apply to Bob as they are both humans. As such we require a manner of generalizing the
rules so that they apply to any human and not just the human a robot trained with. It should
be noted that rule generalization need not be limited to natural language. By adjusting the
generalization algorithm to multiple modules we can generalize alternative forms of input,
regardless of if they are gestures, body language, sign language or any other form of input.

5.2 Word classification generalization

Our naive method is based upon the principle that it is possible to divide words into abstract
classes and then exchange occurrences of these words in rules with a pointer to that words
class. This would entail that the sentence “Mary loves the sun” and “John loves the sun”
generates the same rules even though the sentences are different as “Mary” and “John”
would both belong to the class C1 = {“Mary”,“John”}.

Algorithm 1 describes the generalization procedure. In summary every rule in the lexicon
will be checked against every other rule in the lexicon and if the rules only differ by a leaf
on the right hand side then the rules are merged, COUNTDIFF will count the number of
different labeled edges in the two rules. GETDIFF will return the labels that do not occur
in both rules. The apply function replaces all occurrences of any labels associated with a
class with the class name itself. Class names are designated CX, where X is the order of the
classes creation.
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Algorithm 1 Function that returns a compressed lexicon by going through all rules. If two
rules ri and r j are applicable for generalization in some lexicon L, they are compressed and
a new class is added to the list of classes C.

1: function comp(L)
2: for i = 1 to sizeof(L) do
3: for j = 1 to sizeof(L) do
4: if i != j then
5: ri← L[i]
6: r j← L[ j]
7: if COUNT DIFF(ri,r j) == 1 then
8: C[“C”+ classes.length()]← (GET DIFF(ri,r j))
9: L.remove(r j)

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: for class in C do
15: L.apply(class)
16: end for
17: return L
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6 Modular expansion

In this chapter we introduce the notion of extending the Millstream reading with new modal-
ities allowing for the interpretation of input from alternative sources as opposed to only
natural language. We theorize about possible alternative sources and give a more concrete
example of how gesture recognition could be incorporated into the Millstream system.

6.1 General principles

Until now we have shown how the Millstream reader functions as a way of incrementally
structuring natural language as it is spoken as well as presenting the results of an imple-
mentation of rule inference and compression. However, human interaction is not limited to
natural language and other forms of communication are often employed, a prime example
being body language. Body language can be used to give context, lend emphasis, or to
display intent.

In this sense gestures also possess syntax, a manner in which a physical gesture is per-
formed, and semantics, an intent behind the performed gestures. Gestures can be divided
into co-verbal gestures and emblems. Co-verbal gestures are used in combination with
speech to further clarify a spoken statement. Examples of co-verbal gestures are point-
ing in reference to an object, demonstration during explanation and emphasizing through
gesticulation.

Alternatively emblems are symbolic gestures that relay intent and that do not necessarily
require verbal input in order to have a holistic semantic meaning. Examples of this could
be a “thumbs up”, indicating approval in western countries, or a shrug, indicating a lack of
understanding or interest. One could also consider sign-language, which acts as an inter-
mediate form between spoken language and body language, wherein sign-language has a
clearly defined syntax and semantics.

By extending the Millstream system through incorporating co-verbal gestures into sentence
configurations it is possible to enhance the semantic meaning of configurations by inter-
preting gestures and modifying the configuration in turn. This would require an additional
module and a method of representing gestures in graph format. Including data from ges-
tures allows for a more natural form of communication between robots and humans as robots
would be able to understand finer nuances of communication given the increased amount of
contextual information. An example of when co-verbal gestures should be applied is in the
case of deictic words, such as: “here”, “that”, “this”, “her”, etc.
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6.2 Gesture recognition and representation

In cases where deictic words occur the sentence itself can be ambiguous to an extent, as
certain information may be implicit or context based. This means that in order to determine
the intention of a user we need to look for auxiliary information to determine user intent.
In such cases we can introduce co-verbal gestures as elements in our Millstream config-
urations, either as a separate process that is called when certain words occur during the
reading process or as separate module that receives gesture input concurrently with verbal
utterances.

When we encounter a co-verbal gesture during the course of a human-robot interaction
we can attempt to find an appropriate gesture in order to provide a context to the word,
resolving ambiguities in sentences and boosting semantic understanding. In order to make
this problem manageable we limit ourselves to hand gestures that point towards things.

We can define a gesture representation as a direction in the world from a humans location.
The angle of the direction from a humans position in the world can be given by the direction
a humans fingers are pointing. This representation gives the robot information about what
direction to look for an object but not how far away it might be. In the following sections we
present two methods that would be able to incorporate such a gesture representation into the
Millstream system with the various advantages associated with these methods. We could
more formally define a gesture representation as:

Definition 4. A gesture representation, Γ = (PG,OG,X ,Y ) is a tuple consisting of:

• a PG which is the 3-D position of the hand in the world,

• an OG the 3-D orientation of the hand in the world based on the palm of the hand,

• a set X indicating horizontal angles to each extremity from the knuckles, and

• a set Y indicating vertical angles to each extremity from the palm of the hand.

PG is required to determine where a direction is originating from. OG is required to deter-
mine how the hand, and in turn the fingers, are pointing. X and Y determine if any finger is
pointing away from the hands orientation. Two example gestures can be seen in Figure 18
and in Figure 19.

In Figure 18 the index finger is pointing downward at a 90 degree angle away from the palm
of the hand. This likely infers that the user is pointing to something below the hand or the
user. The other fingers are curled into the hand and do not need to be taken into account.
The X and Y sets for this figure could potentially be X = [0,0,0,0,0] and Y = [0,90,0,0,0]
where Y has one 90 degree angle representing the finger in relation to the palm.

In Figure 19 the thumb is pointing outward at a 90 degree angle away from the knuckles
of the hand. This likely infers that the user is pointing to something behind of or to the
side of themselves. The other fingers are curled into the hand and do not need to be taken
into account. The X and Y sets for this figure could potentially be X = [90,0,0,0,0] and
Y = [0,0,0,0,0] where X has one 90 degree angle representing the thumb in relation to the
knuckles. Examples of how gestures could be structured as hypergraphs can be seen in
Figure 20 and Figure 21.
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Figure 18: A gesture where a finger is pointing downward.

Figure 19: A gesture of a thumb pointing outward.

Syntax level

By classifying a set of deictic words D that dependent on context such as D= “this”,“that”,“there”, ...
and performing gesture analysis, that constructs a gesture representation, when such a word
is uttered we can indicate in what direction the robot should look, allowing the robot to take
this stimuli into consideration during action determination.

The process of interpreting utterances using this add-on would function as follows:

1. A word, w, is uttered by a user.

2. If w in D continue otherwise go to 6.

3. Call the add-on and receive a gesture representation based on visual input data.

4. Convert gesture representation to a hypergraph, GΓ.

5. Add a hyperedge between the parent node of the w in the syntax graph and the root
of the gesture representation.

6. Determine if there exists a rule for w, if so apply it.

7. Go to 1.

This method will incorporate gesture representations into a Millstream configuration for use
by a robot but will not attempt to integrate them into the reading process. As an example
consider a reading of the sentence “Fetch that book.” where “that” ∈D. The reading would
proceed normally until the word “that” is uttered. This will trigger the process that creates a
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gesture representation, converts it to a hypergraph and appends it to the configuration. The
reading will then continue normally. This will result in the Millstream configuration seen
in Figure 20.

Figure 20: An example Millstream configuration where a gesture is linked to the word
“that”. A, B, and C represent placeholder world coordinates for the gesture and
I, J, and K, are placeholder orientation units. X and Y are angles for extremities
on the hand.

Semantic level

Instead of classifying deictic words that trigger gesture analysis we can instead treat gestures
as a parallel input channel to spoken utterances. This means that the robot would constantly
be generating gesture representations for gestures a human it is interacting with makes. As
the robot receives both words and gestures at once we can define lexicon rules that are
require both a word and a any gesture to activate.

Note that we do not expect a particular gesture so much as we expect any gesture, as a
gesture is reliant on location and heading which can be hard to recreate and is very specific
to a time and place. This method differs from the previous method in that activation is
based on the rules, which take into account when and where gestures were used in past
configurations, meaning in part that words do not need to be deictic to incorporate gestures
into the configuration. An example Millstream configuration that includes gestures on a
semantic level can be seen in Figure 21. If we recall the “Fetch that book” example the rule
for “that book” would require a gesture and the utterance for it to trigger and not just the
utterance “that book”.
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Figure 21: An example Millstream configuration where a gesture is linked to the semantic
entity “that book”. A, B, and C represent placeholder world coordinates for the
gesture and I, J, and K, are placeholder orientation units. X and Y are angles
for extremities on the hand.
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7 Results

In this section we present the results from alignment and compression, as well as give a
brief description of the method used to visualize results as we believe it is an important tool
for future work with the method.

7.1 Alignment results

Given a corpus of 50 imperative sentences 37 Millstream configurations could be generated
and the rest were discarded. As SEMAFOR is able to return multiple semantic frames for a
sentence we make the assumption that, as we are working with imperative commands, the
frame associated with the verb is the semantic frame directly correlated with the intent of
our sentence, the primary frame.

If the syntax parse from Stanford returns a parse that does not specify any word as a verb
for one of the imperative sentences in our corpus then that sentence must be discarded.
This is because without a defined verb we cannot make the correlation between a sentence
and its semantic output without inferring arbitrary semantic properties, i.e. we cannot find
the primary frame. The 13 sentences discarded were due to Stanford not being able to
identifying a verb in the imperative sentences or SEMAFOR being unable to associate a
frame with the verb.

7.2 Inference and compression results

From the 37 configurations the rule inference program was able to generate 187 rules. From
these rules we were able to reach a 21.3% compression rate by applying the aforementioned
compression algorithm, resulting in 147 rules and 21 classes.
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8 Discussion

In this chapter we will discuss the results from the rule generation and compression as well
as determine how they, in combination, can be applied in embodied systems.

8.1 Parser outputs

One of the primary issues with this system is its reliance on its auxiliary systems, the Stan-
ford Parser and SEMAFOR. It should be noted that neither Stanford or SEMAFOR are able
to produce expected parses with perfect accuracy. This has manifested in a number of issues
especially during the alignment process wherein Stanford was unable to detect a number of
verbs in imperative sentences thereby rendering alignment with the semantic graph essen-
tially impossible, as we lacked a primary frame and therefore did not know which or if a
frame from the semantic parse was correlated to the sentence. Therefore a large number
of sentences need to be discarded before being used for rule generation, weakening the
lexicons prediction capabilities as a whole.

Furthermore multiple interpretations are often generated and the one returned is often the
most probable one according to the respective system. This can result in even more prob-
lems during lexicon creation as “Put the cup on the table in the kitchen.” has two semanti-
cally different meanings but is expressed in the same manner, i.e. Take the cup on the table
and put it in the kitchen or take the cup and put it on the table in the kitchen. While it would
be possible for the Millstream System to compensate for this by creating both interpretations
that would also require rules in the lexicon capable of handling both outcomes.

The fact that both parsers can return different parses even when a sentence is not semanti-
cally altered, such as if we swap out words for their synonyms or simply input a sentence
without a punctuation can influence parser output heavily. This also leads to the rather
bizarre notion of trying to determine if sentences sent to the parsers should include a punc-
tuation mark or not. Should the input to the Millstream reader be viewed as a part of speech
or as an inevitably ending sentence? What happens if we choose both? Preferably we would
just want to find a pair of parsers capable of giving somewhat stable feedback.

8.2 Limitations

A major limitation of the implemented inference algorithm is that only sentences that con-
tain identifiable verbs are able to be aligned at this point in time. While this may be suitable
for imperative sentences and robot commands calling it is insufficient to be able to perform
as a HRI system as it is unable to handle questions that contain “what”, “where”, “how”,
and “why” at this point in time, as SEMAFOR rarely returns decent frames for these ques-
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tions. As questions can be viewed as a cornerstone of interaction an alternative solution is
required. In order for this system to be able to function in more complex circumstances a
method of generating lexicon ranges outside of the current scope must be created.

Also as the implementation of the inference algorithm is currently not integrated into the
Millstream reader implementation an interface between the implementations must be de-
veloped. Presently any testing of the implementation must be done by hand and requires a
large amount of time and effort, especially considering that a rather paltry corpus of basic
imperative sentences can generate upwards of 100 rules, even with compression, that would
have to be evaluated for application. As about a third of configurations are lost due to parser
inadequacy it becomes unfeasible to perform any kind of relevant testing.

8.3 Module extensions

Given the extendable nature of the Millstream configurations and our example of how hand
gestures might be applied to the configurations it is a natural progression to evaluate other
areas for extension. A brief summary of other possible modules that could enhance human
robot interactions follows.

Body language analysis

Being able to read the body language of other participants, aside from gestures, in a conver-
sation could be useful for determining user intent. Methods for tracking body language have
already been introduced, as seen in [10], but a way of efficiently fitting them into Millstream
configurations would have to be developed. This could be a valuable source of contextual
information for a robotic agent, as by using this information they would be able to act more
appropriately for specific situations.

Body language is similar to gestures in that they are physical movements we make that we
make to relay intent. A glance towards an object can mean that we are referring to it, a nod
can be a confirmation, and a shrug could indicate a lack of knowledge about something.
Following the same principles as gesture recognition we would need to put in a significant
amount of work in order to be able structure body language as graphs and figure out how a
body language module could possibly be combined with the natural language model so that
we could make use of the additional information.

Situational and temporal context analysis

Another level of understanding intuitively understood by humans but not so thoroughly
grasped by robots is the situations context that comes from its embodiment in the environ-
ment. Some work, such as the framework presented in [12], has already investigated how
systems can keep track of situated dialogue. The Millstream system could potentially ben-
efit from a similar approach using abductive reasoning on non-terminals in rules to make
assumptions about the environment and objects.

Understanding at this level comes from a comprehension of the nature of the interaction as
well as the ability to reflect on past as well as possible future sequences in similar interac-
tions. Factors that comprise the situational context may be things such as the topic of an
interaction, the locale or situation the interaction is taking place in, and temporal aspects
such as what has recently happened or possible future implications. This approach would
require the development of a world model constantly being updated describing objects in
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the environment and what has been said about them.

8.4 Enhanced generalization techniques

In order to be able to apply rules to wider ranges of input words new methods of generalizing
rules must be developed. Below are two suggested methods of generalizing rules that should
allow for rules to be applied to a wider range of inputs without the need for Millstream
configurations to generate the rules.

Sub-graph generalization

Currently the rule generalization method presented in this thesis is limited to the gener-
alization of leaves. While this can significantly reduce the number of rules produced the
possibility remains for further compression of the database by generalizing larger sections
of the rule sub-graphs originating from the leaves. The core concept behind this idea hinges
on the concept that sub-graphs representing a set of words in a sentence should be replace-
able by a similar set. An example of this would be that noun-phrases are, to some extent,
able to replace each other in a sentence such as “the blue ball” could replace “the red square”
however a method of determining if this replacement would be semantically viable would
be required before it could be used for generalization.

Advanced class generation

Classes are currently limited to leaves that are the sole differing factor between sentences.
This could and should be improved upon if we wish to be able to successfully apply the rules
to the widest range of inputs possible. The first method recommended is to write a machine
learning algorithm that is capable of constructing classes based on semantic equivalency.

The other method of creating advanced classes is to use existing corpi that contain words
that we know are essentially replaceable with each other, basically synonyms. This is by
far the safer method of improving generalisation as they are created from prior knowledge
as opposed to the assumptions made by a machine learning algorithm however they are
naturally also limited in scope in this manner.
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9 Conclusions

In summary although the algorithm for Millstream reader rule generation is perfectly viable
and can also be combined with rule compression techniques in order to increase accuracy
and it is highly dependent on auxiliary systems in order to produce a reliable lexicon. This
manifests as two issues that occur during the generation process a failure on the part of
the semantic parser or a conflicting parse between the syntactic and semantic parser. It
is recommended that any future rule generation attempts made should attempt to find a
semantic parser that is dependent on a phrase parser as opposed to a dependency parser in
order to eliminate this dissonance.

Furthermore as presented in the thesis the extension possibilities of the Millstream system
are plentiful but many of them are reliant on the situated embodiment of a system, such as
a robot using the system, so that it is fully able to make use of the information it can garner
from its surroundings.

With improved parsers and extended modules robotic agents would have the information
required to drastically improve their HRI capabilities in day-to-day scenarios and poten-
tially revolutionize a number of areas where robots are simply considered too inflexible and
simple to be applied without human supervision.

9.1 Future work

The first priority of future work with the Millstream system is naturally the integration of the
rule generation system with the rest of the Millstream reader, as this is essential for being
able to test the effects of any modifications made to the system. Thereafter the Millstream
reader will require a lexicon of generalized rules for testing purposes. This would require
the methods in 8.4 to be applied to some degree.

Finally module extensions and embodied applications can be considered. However, a signif-
icant amount of work will be required as the inference algorithm would have to be altered for
every generation as the entire system would require overhauling for every module added. As
such the implemented inference algorithm would have to be altered for every future module
and it is possible that theoretical adjustments might be required for the inference algorithm
as well, due to the algorithm currently only being defined over syntax and semantics.
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